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Trowel-on cement wall coating 

CEMCOTE



A finely ground mixture of white Portland cement, pigments and chemicals. 
It is supplied in powder form requiring mixing with water on-site to produce a 
smooth, flowing coating which sets rock hard.

0860 CEMCRETE    |   info@cemcrete.co.za   |   www.cemcrete.co.za   |
We have distributors nationally as well as across many African countries and internationally. Contact us to locate your nearest retailer or contractor.

SPECIfICATIOnS

Suitable surfaces Interior & exterior plastered or previously painted walls

finish Smooth

Thickness 1.6 - 2.5mm

Application Sponge & trowel-on

Packaging 5 & 25kg container

Coverage 1 - 1.1kg’s per m2 or 25 - 30m2 (2 coats) per 25kg container, depending on surface texture and porosity

Curing Initial set – 1 hour
The completed work should be allowed to air cure for 24 hours after application
The moisture in the substrate must be less than 5% prior to sealing

Colour/s Available in 14 colours

InTEnDED fOR uSE WITh

flexBond mixed 1:3 with water 
Relevant sealers as required

nOTE: for exterior use, replace the flexBond with CreteBond. Dilution ratios stay the same as for flexBond.

BEnEfITS
for interior and exterior use 

Brush-on or skim-on application 

Durable and weatherproof 

Interesting colour variation 

Wears well over time

 tiny.cc/cemcoteskimmed
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Concrete grey Dark grey

Straw

Ochre

Anthill grey

Tan

Terracotta

fern green

White

DawnMist

Dusk

Storm grey

Dew
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The colours depicted are a guide only and Cemcrete recommendschoosing colours from an actual on-site sample. Different sealing methods might also affect the final colour.



CemCote Skimmed Dark grey
The colours depicted are a guide only and Cemcrete recommend 
choosing colours from an actual on-site sample.
Different sealing methods might also affect the final colour.
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CemCote Skimmed Anthill  grey coated 
hollow core hardboard door

CemCote 
Skimmed Dark 

grey wall & basin

CemCote Skimmed Concrete grey 
fire place

CemCote Skimmed Concrete 
grey off-shutter panels

The colours depicted are a guide only and Cemcrete 
recommends choosing colours from an actual on-site 
sample. Different sealing methods might also affect the 
final colour.


